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The use of digital technologies to study architecture and landscape has begun to represent an innova-
tive aspect of the research when it started to allow the dynamic association (as input and output) of 
images and alphanumeric data: the different combination of this information through inferences and 
algorithms and the consequent generation of new data has freed digitisation from a strictly instrumental 
role making it a new methodological approach in itself.

As a matter of fact, recently architectural research has begun to take an interest in the problem ‘from 
within’, working not only on the application of computer tools but, more consciously, on their configu-
ration. The work carried out by the Sapienza research group is aimed at developing ontologies and 
inferential models specifically dedicated to the representation of historical buildings and is devoted to 
the implementation of a national GIS platform for the historical centres, the Risk Map of the Italian 
Ministry of Cultural Heritage and Activities and Tourism. 

This kind of work involves a series of methodological issues specially oriented to the definition of 
the role of the history of architecture in itself and its use for the conservation project. These arguments 
are developed within this essay, mainly focused on: type and quality of information deriving by the new 
procedures; interpretative components that fuel the new research methods; cost/benefit ratio in the use of 
‘analogue’ and ‘digital’ approaches; future prospects of the two different (traditional and digital) inves-
tigative strategies. Moreover, both of the fields of digital research developed by the group (ontology and 
Risk Map) are here summarised.
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1. PROBLEMS AND OPPORTUNITIES REGARDING  
THE USE OF DIGITAL TOOLS FOR RESTORATION  

IN ARCHITECTURE (D.F.)

The use of digital technologies to study architecture and land is not per se an inno-
vative aspect of research. If we consider the most widespread applications in the field 
of image processing, such use instead appears to be the latest modification of tools 
and codes to represent the world, following on from methods that have been replaced 
over time, from cave drawings to computer-aided design. Rather, it is the dynamic 
association (as input and output) of images and alphanumeric data, the different 
combination of this information through inferences and algorithms, and the conse-
quent generation of new data – appropriately geo-referenced or explained by alpha-
numeric or graphic methods – that frees digitisation from a strictly instrumental role 
in order to make it a new methodological approach in itself. 

In the architectural field, attention to the expressive potential of the image has long 
prevailed over interest in accessory information, which cannot be visualised except 
by means of graphic and symbolic summaries, while the predominantly applicative 
nature of many experiments has implicitly facilitated delegation to other scientific 
fields when it comes to questions raised by the use of quantitative and statistical 
methods to select, collect and manage such information. 

These methods, which have traditionally been adopted for hard sciences and for 
many statistical evaluations involving medical, economic, social and anthropological 
research, have also been tested for some time in the linguistic, archaeological and 
historical fields, albeit in a prolonged dialectic that contrasts the quantitative and 
qualitative aspects of the research1. The issues of heuristics, data archiving and 
 extraction, analysis and presentation of the results of studies that form part of the 
so-called digital humanities have also been discussed in architectural, urban and 
territorial contexts, in particular related to history2, restoration and urban planning, 
initially focusing on the analysis and processing of images and texts. While the study 
of the representation of the existent has naturally been accompanied by a parallel path 
involving the creation of design images, the definition of a specific domain dedicated 
to the description of buildings and their structural and decorative components, with 
dictionaries and thesauruses3, has radically renewed a process of identification com-
municated, especially since the Renaissance, through treatises and manuals. 

The availability of tools for graphic and alphanumeric representation such as the 
Geographic Information System (GIS) and Building Information Modelling (BIM) 
and their application in spatially defined contexts (spatial humanities) have subse-

1 Adamo–Gregory 2000.
2 Lelo–Chodějovská 2014. 4.
3 Among the first proposals we remember the TAU Project (TAU – Thesaurus Artis Universalis), which was 

promoted by the Comité Iternational d’Histoire de l’Art (1983). Today the Art & Architecture Thesaurus, by 
the Getty Research Institute, is one of the most advanced systems; it is available on web at <https://www.
getty.edu/research/tools/vocabularies/aat/> (Accessed 29 December 2019).
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quently prompted architectural historians and restorers to reflect on the use of these 
systems, starting from the results of their application on pre-existing buildings’ tis-
sues and fabrics4, helping to develop analysis in relation to ‘networks’ and intercon-
nected spaces5. 

More recently, architectural research has begun to take an interest in the problem 
‘from within’, working not only on the application of computer tools but, more con-
sciously, on their configuration6. An attempt has therefore been made to improve the 
flexibility and interoperability of digital systems through the study of ontologies and 
inferential models designed to represent historical buildings. At the same time, con-
trol of data processing methods through the use of specially developed algorithms 
has been progressively refined and new attention has been paid to the question of 
‘filing’ the asset or rather translating reality into a discretised language expressed by 
terms that are univocally recognisable, hierarchised and related to each other through 
established rules. The definition of the form has thus evolved from a very traditional 
protection tool into one of the cornerstones around which potential processing of data 
entered into the digital system is organised. 

The work carried out by this research group falls within the latter category: on the 
one hand, it is aimed at developing ontologies and inferential models specifically 
dedicated to the representation of historical buildings and, on the other hand, it is 
devoted to the implementation of a national GIS platform, the Risk Map of the Italian 
Ministry of Cultural Heritage and Activities and Tourism7. 

Before summarising certain aspects of the work undertaken, selected on the basis 
of their relevance to historical and architectural research, it is necessary to clarify its 
premises, content and objectives by considering the comparison between innovative 
methodological contributions and ‘traditional’ research strategies. The following ar-
eas have been taken into particular consideration: the ability to acquire information 
with the new procedures that is comparable, in terms of type and quality, with that 
derived from traditional systems; the interpretative components that fuel the new 
research methods; the cost/benefit ratio in the use of ‘analogue’ and ‘digital’ ap-
proaches; the future prospects of the two investigative strategies. 

With reference to the type and quality of the collected information, it should be 
noted that the new formal structures put in place for digitisation essentially derive 

4 See for instance Tamborrino 2014 and especially Stabel 2014. A short synthesis of the main related issues 
is also offered by Marmor 2016.

5 In Drucker et al. 2015 we can find an overview of the research projects developed in the United States, 
ordered in four categories: ‘text analysis’, ‘spatial analysis’, ‘network analysis’ and ‘image analysis’, with some 
observations about their use. 

6 This approach marks the passage from the information technology ‘for’ the history and conservation of 
architecture to the information technology ‘with’ both disciplines, recovering the suggestion in Celentano–
Cortesi 2004, mainly related to the humanistic sciences. The use of the proposition ‘with’ underlines the pas-
sage from a simply pragmatic attitude to this kind of work to a real interdisciplinary approach.

7 This work has been published in different essays, among which we refer to Acierno et al. 2017; Fiorani–
Acierno 2017; Fiorani–Acierno 2019; Fiorani 2019. It has allowed the implementation of the Italian Risk Map 
on the historical centres: <www.cartadelrischio.beniculturali.it> (Accessed 29 December 2019).
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from the “empirical bases of research”: from these, they deduce how to pose and 
analyse problems, the semantic and logical organisation of reasoning and the infer-
ential strategies that are scientifically appropriate to offer answers to the issues ad-
dressed. In other words, the construction of the digital system develops “a sort of 
hermeneutics of argumentation in which the primary difficulty is to make the unspo-
ken explicit and to restore the implicit of assumptions and cognitive ellipses”8. In this 
sense, ontologies, algorithms and filing methods feed on the relationship mechanisms 
represented by traditional logics, even though their nature causes a substantial trans-
formation of the forms and content of the research. 

New key issues concern, among other things, the ownership of the sources that 
can be used as data, a problem that historians in particular have investigated in depth. 
There is an opposition between those who only wished to consider reliable ‘digital’ 
sources to be faithful reproductions of ancient documents, which can be infinitely 
investigated in all their aspects with the exception of strictly material content 
(‘source-oriented’), and supporters of the intrinsic validity of the data extracted from 
the same document and represented through appropriate formalisations (‘model-ori-
ented’)9. The question also arises in architecture, where the status of the document is 
shared both by written texts and by buildings’ structural and material evidence. In the 
latter case, the reproduced digital source suitable for the ‘source-oriented’ choice 
should be a perfect three-dimensional rendering obtained from a laser scanner survey 
completed by detailed photomaps (even if this reproduction is significantly more 
complex than that of a simple text document, it should generally provide a laborious 
reproduction of the building including all internal spaces and would only be allowed 
if these spaces are fully accessible)10. Even so, however, the three-dimensional mod-
el simply reproduces the outer shell of the structure, which can only be used for 
studies of a geometric, figurative and perhaps typological nature, but is certainly 
insufficient for adequate knowledge of the structure. We can therefore affirm that, 
especially for historical architecture, the option of source-oriented computer research 
comes at a great cost in terms of simplification, working on models that dematerial-
ise and approximate the existent beyond what is acceptable for a deep understanding 
of it11.

The use of model-oriented digital technologies, through the definition of specific 
formalisations, requires, on the other hand, decoding of historical architecture through 

  8 Borillo 1984. 5–7, quoted in Panzeri 2005. 170.
  9 The distinction of digital methodologies in ‘source oriented’ or ‘model oriented’ is in Thaller 1989. See 

also the observations in Vitali 2009, with an effective synthesis of the following debate. 
10 Of course, we aim to consider the 3D representation not as a simple and rough virtualisation of a given 

site, but as a real object of study, which could be used in substitution of the existing physical reality. In other 
terms, we should think to work with this model deriving from it the same patrimony of knowledge we could 
get using the traditional system of direct survey. This survey was used either for the graphic representation or 
for the deep understanding of the nature of the architecture, as illustrated in Hajnóczi 1956.

11 A reflection about the issues involved by a not controlled de-materialisation of architecture is in Fiorani 
2014.
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a process that ‘discretises’ the continuum of the real using uniform descriptive codes 
that can be correlated with each other. This fundamental process must be continuous-
ly calibrated on the appropriate analytical definition scale; within this scale, the 
univocal – and universally recognisable – correspondence between the description 
and the physical component described must be guaranteed, as well as the effective-
ness of the relationship rules established between different components, to ensure the 
effective integral representation of the whole. 

The particular ‘connotative’ rather than ‘denotative’ nature that characterises the 
study of the history of architecture and, therefore, of restoration, makes the dualism 
between object and interpretation more precarious, as is often the case in the digital 
humanities. This leads to evident difficulties at an epistemological level, necessitat-
ing the support of strong references that are accepted by all, some of which can only 
be expressed thanks to criteria established by specific public institutes12, while others 
are inexorably entrusted to shared interpretation as an expression of the culture of the 
time13. These conditions make organising all digital systems both transitory (due to 
the need to ensure that the cultural premises that inspired them are continuously 
updated, as well as constant technological innovation) and permanent (due to the 
ability to safeguard the conservation of the data collected there). The same problems 
have been partially expressed in the historical and artistic field, sometimes even 
taking architecture into account14, but without considering its specific investigative 
features. 

Proponents of the model-oriented system place great emphasis on the novelty of 
the operational scenarios enabled by digitised procedures. The computational power 
of modern computer systems makes it possible to carry out statistical comparisons 
and evaluations that were previously difficult to manage: targeted extraction of infor-
mation related to a particular type of church structure can better clarify the extent and 
reason for the influence of a particular cultural model in the area, while distribution 
over time of different stone materials or mortar blends can help to define building 
(and economic) transformations in specific contexts. These results are based on the 
prior selection of the entries necessary for the system and on the interpretative me-
thod of the person filling in the form, two fundamental stages of the knowledge 

12 Generally, these are the Institutes involved in the cataloguing of the heritage; Panzeri 2005.
13 Matthew Lincoln observed that “physical objects resist both the structured description and the abstraction 

these methods rely upon. Compared to structured data for libraries’ generally homogeneous collection of books, 
museums do not yet have interoperable standards for describing their heterogeneous collections of unique ob-
jects. While library data are produced through broad consensus about the facts of a book’s publication and 
classification, knowledge about historical objects tends to be advanced through iterative and conflicting 
scholarly argumentation – a process that is difficult (though not impossible) to model as structured data” 
(Drucker et al. 2015. 5).

14 Johanna Druker has proposed to distinguish the ‘digitalized’ and the ‘digital’ history of art. The first is 
enumerated and visualised by the computer, the second is reconsidered on the basis of the new possibilities 
given by the information systems. Reflexions on this proposal are in Shelbert 2017. 
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process which, together with the definition of the procedures with which the infor-
mation is connected, reveal the ‘non-neutral’ nature of the data15. 

It is precisely the translation of physical (concrete and tangible) reality into a series 
of ‘data’ – i.e. into information that is ‘objectified’ and therefore can be computed 
and compared – that constitutes the critical hinge of the digitisation process16; in this 
sense, as is often also the case in the hard sciences, computation and critical synthe-
sis appear to be two sides of the same coin. Digitised systems that deal with archi-
tecture, in particular, are characterised by the structural overlapping of at least three 
levels of interpretation: the first relates to their formalisation, the second to the data 
input stage and the third to analysis of the results produced by inferential systems, 
which in turn become ‘sources’17. 

The first and third levels above all represent hidden steps that contain many 
 hypostatised critical choices. We can provide some examples of this, considering 
concrete problems and possible solutions at an operational level. 

A wall discontinuity can indicate a construction interruption, which may be due to 
technological choices that make the building more adaptable to possible differential 
settlement, as is the case in historical Venetian buildings, or may derive from distinct 
construction phases. The assessment ‘in favour’ or ‘against’ the construction solution 
in terms of structural vulnerability could be affected by excessive simplification re-
sulting from formalisations, inferential chains or algorithms based on a unidirection-
al interpretative logic, which considers only the weakening effect produced by build-
ing discontinuity, especially in the presence of horizontal pressures. The awareness 
of this risk of interpretative fallacy must invite a conscious and critical approach to 
reading data, which often finds an adequate response in the interaction between his-
torical knowledge and building-structural considerations. 

Similarly, the rendering of the stratigraphic succession of masonry that can be 
observed on a wall can be inferentially recomposed using modelling created by a 
specific ontology. We know, however, that this interpretative method, developed in 
the archaeological field, works well when dealing with uniform two-dimensional 
layers, but may be more difficult to apply to the three-dimensional structure of the 
wall, especially when the two opposing sides of the masonry have undergone differ-
ent transformations. In this case, we will find ourselves faced with two stratigraphies 
of the same wall that do not fully correspond to each other; they may be possible to 
understand through complex modelling refinement, as well as through the simple 
‘analogue’ recomposition of the data, supplemented by a deeper knowledge of the 
core and the intersecting links between the walls. 

The risk of a misleading reading is less insidious when entering data into the 
computerised system because it is more obvious and controllable: for example, an 

15 Settis 2002.
16 Schöch 2013.
17 As Vitali has observed “processes of digital elaboration change the statute of the sources”. (Vitali 

2009. 15.)
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isolated tower may be an independent defensive structure or the remains of a partial-
ly destroyed fortified complex, but trained operators must be aware of the need to 
subordinate their choice of type to a sufficiently comprehensive and convincing 
rendering of the construction phases. The choice, which is designed to extract data 
that identifies the fortified system within a defined area and time period, will in any 
case be bound by the possibility, whether initially planned or not, of identifying sev-
eral types of system linked to past and contemporary configurations. 

The proposed examples show how the interaction of scholars with the digital sys-
tem, far from being a passive method, is constantly configured through conscious 
assessment of the work ahead. 

The cost/benefit comparison of the results of investigations using traditional and 
digital tools should be considered from several perspectives. As noted above, the 
acquisition of an effective epistemological awareness may require, before studying 
the specific architectural or urban object, an understanding – and/or control – of the 
architecture of the digital system used, with a clear increase in investigative work. 
Indeed, this aspect embodies the paradox of a formalisation which, as stated above, 
must use an explicit rendering of implicit intellectual processes in order to be estab-
lished, but which is used ‘in the field’, employing inferential steps, filters or algo-
rithms that are not evident and can only be properly managed with the joint contri-
bution of an expert scholar in the subject and a computer scientist. On the other 
hand, computation makes it possible, for instance, to directly overlap historical and 
construction data to that relating to the structural and thermal properties of the 
buildings or the area’s geological and seismic characteristics. This provides very 
useful information for conserving the asset which, in the traditional management of 
design and planning, are often confined to the realm of various specialist knowl-
edge. In general, the wide range of possibilities – in terms of the number of cases 
that can be considered and type of processing – to make comparisons between assets 
and their constituent features, as well as the ability to check the accuracy of the 
investigative results by cross-referencing different types of findings, make it possi-
ble, in the long term, to configure a completely new set of information and shared, 
synchronic and diachronic interrogation processes, the potential of which may still 
be unimaginable. 

It is easier to predict the indispensable activities to promote the spread and correct 
application of the new investigative methods. These include the containment and 
control of the analytical process, which can potentially be infinitely extended – at the 
risk of becoming redundant and therefore useless –; the sharing of data representation 
models, which is essential for the effectiveness and possibility of exchange (interop-
erability); the commitment to systematically collect information on an asset at least 
every time that direct work is carried out on it. 

The comparison between traditional and digital research must not, however, be 
considered in terms of the dominance or redundancy of one of the two paths. Today 
it seems quite likely that the two methods are destined to coexist, meeting different 
purposes and needs. A predominantly narrative historiographic path may therefore 
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remain as a philological and critical activity, whose task will be to update the cultur-
al perspectives of our time and, if necessary, to ‘promote’ – through appropriate 
communication – built heritage to a wider public. On the other hand, the use of 
digital tools seems to be mainly aimed at ‘applied history’ methods, which are better 
suited to restoration and conservation. The actual potential of history as ‘narrative’, 
due to its predominantly analogical nature, and of the ‘applied’ history, which must 
be managed digitally, will largely depend, however, on the understanding of their 
respective limits and on mutual acceptance, which, moreover, are also necessary 
conditions to guarantee their reciprocal and effective influence.

The extensive work carried out on ontologies for the interoperability of informa-
tion systems that can be used for restoration and for filing and processing data con-
tained in the Italian Risk Map system dedicated to cultural heritage is described in 
the following three paragraphs. These paragraphs, in summarising the content and 
themes covered, focus in particular on the processing of historical and structural in-
formation regarding ancient buildings. 

2. COMPUTER ONTOLOGIES FOR ARCHITECTURAL 
CONSERVATION (M.A.)

One of the major issues featuring information and communication technologies for 
cultural heritage is the complex interaction between different and complementary 
information, originating from various systems often scarcely interoperable. 

This condition can be effectively addressed by computer ontologies that are for-
malised conceptual representation schemes, able to fully describe different cultural 
environments and relate to different operating systems18. This twofold ability has 
grounded their widespread diffusion within different scientific fields and several 
computer environments. As far as their representative nature is concerned, ontologies 
do not aim to constitute an objective representation of reality, but rather a tool for its 
reading or critical representation; they do not coincide with conceptualisation but are 
a representation of it, developed through a specific language19. Ontologies’ rep-
resentation models are defined through a logical structure of knowledge, articulated 
in classes, properties and rules. The first represent concepts and constitute a whole 
that can encompass different entities; properties expand the description through the 
 expression of relations between concepts. Finally, rules allow the activation of the 
inferential potential of ontology, that is, the possibility of developing reasoning start-
ing from established a priori conditions between entities. 

18 Among the wide literature that deals with ontologies, the interested reader may find details in Gruber 
1993; Guarino–Giaretta 1995; Studer–Benjamins–Fensel 1998; Doerr 2009.

19 The interpretative nature of ontologies is thoroughly argued by Fred Fonseca and James Martin (Fonseca–
Martin 2005).
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As for ontologies’ ability to refer to different computer systems, this is due to the 
language through which they are developed, that is able to communicate within heter-
ogeneous environments. This ability makes their application sought in many contexts, 
particularly where it is necessary to facilitate sharing and integration of data and in-
formation, interoperability (between different software) and aggregation of contents. 

An ontology-based modelling process is divided into three main phases: the defi-
nition of the scope; the construction of the ontology; the implementation and pub-
lication of the model. The whole process requires the integrated intervention of 
experts in knowledge engineering and in the field concerned by the general scope. 
Especially, the definition of the scientific context and the construction of the ontol-
ogy should necessarily be developed by scholars, who know in depth the theoretical 
framework of reference, to ensure the critical contribution that is required for prop-
er modelling.

Within the outlined theoretical frame, a specific model for architectural conserva-
tion has been developed. The proposed model, called Conservation Process Model 
(CPM) aims to represent the semantics of architectural conservation and develop a 
computer tool that achieves integration, mediation and exchange of information in 
this field, facilitating the necessary dialectical relationship between research and 
design. After the first phase of the autonomous study, the research group has ad-
dressed other mature formalisations, starting from the Conceptual Reference Model 
of the International Committee for Documentation (CIDOC CRM) and the Functional 
Requirements for Bibliographic Records (FRBRoo)20, assessing consistencies and 
lacks and outlining appropriate integrations and adaptations. Modelling has specially 
focussed on conceptual issues related to the architectural design as it was only mar-
ginally attended by existing ontologies (mainly tackling museums and libraries man-
agement).

The CPM model consists of five main domains21 (Fig. 1). These are intended to 
develop the representation of the whole conservation process, from the description 
of the building (‘artefact’ domain), to the analysis developed for its knowledge (‘his-
torical buildings investigation process’ domain), to the critical understanding of its 
transformations (‘life cycle_1’ domain) and finally to the conservation and maintain-
ing design (‘life cycle_2’ domain). The fifth domain allows describing the actors 
involved in various ways in the existence of the building (‘actors’ domain). 

Just to provide a quick glance at the model, we give hereby a brief description of 
one of the modelled domains, the ‘historical buildings investigation process’, dedi-
cated to the study of the architectural work. 

20 Within cultural heritage field, among the various existing ontologies, the best-known and probably 
best-developed model is the Conceptual Reference Model for the formalisation of knowledge related to 
museum management, carried out by CIDOC (International Committee for documentation). It became ISO 
standard in 2006 (Crofts et al. 2010). Besides CIDOC CRM another authoritative model has been developed 
within bibliographic context, the Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records (FRBR). 

21 The model has been described through two main scientific papers by the authors (Acierno et al. 2017; 
Simeone–Cursi–Acierno 2019)
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The description of investigation activity addresses two main levels: one of a de-
scriptive nature, the other oriented to the enunciation of the results achieved (Fig. 2). 
As far as description is concerned, it points out not only the definition of the activity 
itself but also the resources required to carry it out. Resources may belong to differ-

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the Conservation Process Model (CPM) structure

Figure 2. Schematic representation of a standard investigation activity:  
the boxes represent classes, the arrows represent properties
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ent classes according to their nature (‘actor’, ‘tool’, ‘method’, ‘sample’ or ‘external 
conceptual references’ classes). 

With regard to surveys results representation, more complex modelling was re-
quired to make it possible to account for the specificity of the investigation process 
preliminary to conservation design. The model has considered the difference between 
results providing information and results providing attributions, addressing therefore 
the twofold nature, both philological and hermeneutical, of the investigation process 
for conservation design. The first refer to data obtained through analytical processes 
or outlined as recognisable structure and documented as single units and are formal-
ised through the class ‘information object’22. The latter refers to statements eventu-
ally expressed grounding on a critical elaboration, such as attributions to authors or 
historical periods (‘attribute assignment’23) or identifications (‘appellation assign-
ment’). Either ‘information object’ or ‘attribute assignment’ and ‘appellation assign-
ment’ are classes imported from CIDOC CRM.

As an example, we will address two different types of surveys, stratigraphic ma-
sonry investigation and bibliographical and archival research.

22 According to CIDOC CRM an Information Object is defined as: “identifiable immaterial items, such as a 
data sets, images, texts [...], that have an objectively recognizable structure and are documented as single units”. 

23 According to CIDOC CRM an Attribute Assignment is defined as: “actions of making assertions about 
properties of an object or any relation between two items or concepts”.

Figure 3. Example of formalisation form. The instance described is the masonry stratigraphic analysis; 
the formalising classes are in bold character
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With respect to stratigraphic analysis modelling, beyond the structural formalisa-
tion that can be well appreciated through the form of Fig. 3, what is worth examining 
is its twofold relation with the ‘artefact’ domain and ‘life cycle_1’ domain. The in-
vestigation results are either contributing to the building constructive features de-
scription (‘artefact’ domain) or the building transformation assessment (‘life cycle_1’ 
domain). From the formalising point of view the investigation result, that is to say a 
document that describes the identification of the different masonry types, their dis-
tribution on the elevation structures and their reciprocal position, is to be considered 
an information object (Fig. 4). This information object acts as an input for the artefact 
description and, at the same time, provides information for critical assessment, as for 
example, data attribution, which is formalised as an attribute assignment24. The attri-
bution of the date actually contributes to the hypothesis of the building constructive 
phases, tackling therefore the ‘life cycle_1’ domain. 

As regards archival and bibliographical investigation, the description of its results 
has required a further specification. Alongside the preliminary evaluation of the reli-
ability of the scientific contribution, the identification of the sources and the type of 
knowledge that the bibliographic contribution is able to provide, whether documen-
tary or critical, ought to be necessarily formalised. Moreover, whether the contribu-
tion is referring to the architectural organism – as it is today – or to individual parts 
of it, the specific relevance to the object will be estimated. The bibliographical re-
search is mainly related to the artefact through the domain ‘actors’, which gathers 

24 Date attribution is generally provided by the merging of data given by the study of the ‘relative chrono-
logy’ (given by the stratigraphic analysis) and other information derived from a comparing activity with similar 
masonry types.

Figure 4. Schematic diagram showing the stratigraphic analysis of the northern  
wall of the Saint Saba Oratory, the building from which the modelling was carried out  

(the diagram was reworked by the author upon a drawing by S. Cutarelli).  
The output of the analysis is conceived as an ‘Information object’
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the scholars who have dealt with the object in different ways. The relationship is 
expressed by the property: “It is studied by” or “It is documented by”. In the first 
case, reference is made to the historical-critical contribution of the publication; in the 
second case, reference is made to specific information sources such as documents, 
epigraphs, brick manufacturing stamps and anything else that constitutes a dating 
element, published in the quoted publication. Either the scientific papers or the infor-
mation source are formalised as subclasses of the class ‘information object’, but the 
first is considered within the subclass ‘expression work’25 whereas the latter refers to 
the subclass ‘information carriers’26. The definitions of these classes and properties 
make it possible to structure a model that allows a complete representation of the 
state of the art: the studies carried out but also the hypotheses proposed by the various 
interpretations, clearly expressing the knowledge base of the object (Fig. 5). The 
archival research is formalised through a similar schema. The results are necessarily 
related to its author, as archival documents become information carriers since they 
are retrieved by scholars and referred to the architectural work (Fig. 6). Particularly, 

25 This ‘class’ has been formalized within FRBRoo, the model addressed to bibliographical records. The 
class ‘Expression Work’, is defined as: “the intellectual or artistic realisations of ‘works’ in the form of iden-
tifiable immaterial objects, such as texts, poems […] or any combination of such forms that have objectively 
recognisable structures”.

26 According to CIDOC CRM, the class, ‘Information carrier’, is defined as: “all instances of E22 Man-
Made Object that are explicitly designed to act as persistent physical carriers for instances of E73 Information 
Object”.

Figure 5. Schematic representation of bibliographical research formalisation
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documents are referred to as ‘information carrier’ formalised, as aforementioned, as 
a subclass of ‘information object’. 

Besides the possibility of representing either surveys methodology or results, the 
most interesting opportunity provided by modelling by means of ontologies is that 
the results of the individual surveys are connected between them and hopefully ref-
erable to a common critical conclusion. 

The connection between them is assured by the fact that every result is referred 
to the building or to a part of it; therefore, the representation of the building will 
encompass all the information resulting from the surveys, allowing their synoptic 
evaluation. The comparison between the different information and the eventual 
alignment to a common assessment will be made possible by ontology’s inferential 
ability. As aforementioned, this leans upon the possibility of establishing a system 
of reasoning rules that connects starting initial conditions to specific assessments, 
thereby allowing either the inference to new knowledge, or the detection of incon-
sistencies between different results, eventually originating from different surveys. 

As a matter of fact, the research path shows the concrete attempt to defining a 
computer tool able to support activities aimed at the conservation of historical build-
ings, while respecting the discipline and its specificities. What seems particularly 
innovative is the approach to representation, which is reversing the traditional way 
of digital practice, as it does not start from the modelling of the object, but from the 
knowledge necessary to model it. This attitude, methodologically reflecting the 
 operational procedure of conservation, shows an approach able to resolve, at least for 
a good part, the criticalities attributed to computer tools used until now. In the pro-
posed model, the formalisation is based on conceptual categories defined a priori by 
the context of architectural criticism and conservation. In this way, the potential of 
new technologies, in terms of rigour and ability to manage complex data systems, are 
integrated with humanistic needs.

Figure 6. Schematic representation of archival research formalisation
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3. APPLICATION OF GIS PLATFORMS  
FOR CULTURAL HERITAGE IN ITALY (S.C.)

GIS platforms, which are well-established technologies in urban planning disci-
plines, have also gradually established themselves since the 1990s in the field of 
restoration and conservation of cultural heritage; Geographic Information Systems 
make it possible to associate heterogeneous alphanumeric data with georeferred 
maps and are therefore useful for managing documentation relating to research and 
interventions on historical buildings. Applications carried out on an architectural, 
urban and territorial scale27 have demonstrated the potential of these tools, due to 
their ability to store and update a considerable amount of information, to examine 
geo-referenced elements in order to consult the content of the database and to super-
impose different information layers to establish relations between the various topics. 
The systems applied to individual buildings and urban contexts have highlighted the 
opportunity to design flexible platforms that are adapted to the specific characteris-
tics of different cases, as well as the need to standardise vocabulary and data struc-
ture in order to extend their use and exchange information. The need to order content 
according to a coherent, shared and methodologically well-founded approach is 
particularly evident for the GISs that relate to vast geographical areas and different 
types of assets, which involve a multitude of disciplinary and institutional skills.

The platforms of the Italian Ministry of Cultural Heritage and Activities and 
Tourism, which are interoperable via the ‘Vincoli in Rete’28 website, are in this re-
spect stable and meaningful references developed by organisations within the body 
responsible for protection activities. In particular, the cultural heritage Risk Map, 
designed by the Istituto Superiore per la Conservazione e il Restauro (High Institute 
for Conservation and Restoration), is a Territorial Information System that can be 
accessed online through a WebGIS system and covers the entire country29 (Fig. 7). 
The TIS is designed to record information on cultural heritage, to assess the risk of 
its loss and to guide, under normal conditions, planning of prevention measures. 
During the last seismic emergency in central Italy, which was declared in 2016 and 
is still ongoing, the platform has also been used to manage the documentation accom-
panying the operations to recover and relocate the movable works removed from the 
damaged buildings.

The risk is statistically calculated according to the territorial danger and vulnera-
bility of the buildings. The first is related to the probability that natural or man-made 
phenomena of a certain magnitude occur in a given area, such as earthquakes, land-
slides, floods, air pollution, depopulation and tourism pressure. The indicator is 
taken from thematic maps and the results of statistical and environmental surveys, 

27 Salonia–Negri 2005; Cacace 2006; Bartolomucci 2008; Negri 2008; Bartolomucci–Bonzagni–Trizio 
2012.

28 <www.vincoliinrete.beniculturali.it> (Accessed 14/12/2019). 
29 <www.cartadelrischio.beniculturali.it> (Accessed 14/12/2019). Among the most recent publications see, 

Cacace 2015, in English, and Cacace 2019, with an overview of the specific bibliography.
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acquired by the system through the websites of various bodies30 (Fig. 8). Vulnerability, 
on the other hand, indicates buildings’ susceptibility to damage and is therefore par-
ticularly influenced by their state of conservation. The comparison between the indi-
ces statistically calculated on the basis of numerous parameters, evaluated during 
expeditious surveys, makes it possible to establish operational priorities and to plan 
monitoring and emergency response actions (Fig. 9). 

The planning approach of the Risk Map, geared towards the proper management 
of the conservation process, is therefore based on a preliminary cognitive stage, 
aimed at investigating the environmental exposure and physical structure of the his-
torical building. Archiving of information relating to cultural heritage is entrusted to 
separate filing models, which refer to homogeneous asset categories and are bor-
rowed from the cataloguing standards of the Istituto Centrale per il Catalogo e la 
Documentazione (Central Institute for Cataloguing and Documentation)31. At pres-
ent, the TIS contains assessment forms on movable and immovable goods, referring 
to works of art and monuments; those relating to historical centres, on the other hand, 
are currently being developed32.

The form layouts of the buildings, split into architectural and archaeological cat-
egories, consist of a data section and a part dedicated to the survey of the damage, 
divided into two levels of detail (Fig. 10). The identifying and descriptive data of the 
buildings is therefore independent and can be separated from the conservation prob-
lems both in the compilation and reading of the form. Moreover, the rendering of 
buildings’ transformation events does not take into account their construction aspects 
and is entrusted to a register of chronologically ordered information. In architectural 
heritage, interventions attributed to an architect or to a specific cultural area are also 
indicated, while in archaeological heritage the original function of the building, past 
excavations and reuse interventions are outlined. This information, generally de-
duced from a documentary examination, is not related to the direct survey of the 
buildings and does not imply any immediate relationship with the state of conserva-
tion; moreover, as already noted, in architectural heritage, the first level vulnerabili-
ty assessment form has only recently been provided with references to construction 
techniques and materials.

The different features of buildings found in old town centres – which are often 
poorly documented, characterised above all by the technological components and 
rarely affected by interventions chronologically defined or traceable to a specific 
architect – suggested that the content of the most recent filing models should be 
calibrated differently. The set of plans relating to historical centres returns the reading 

30 Among these we mainly refer to Istituto Superiore per la protezione e la ricerca ambientale (ISPRA: 
Superior Institute for the environmental protection and research) and the Istituto nazionale di statistica (ISTAT: 
National Institute for statistics). 

31 Actually, the partial alignment of the categories of the Risk Map to those of ‘SIGECweb’, the information 
system of the Catalogue, allows the two platforms to share data through ‘Vincoli in Rete’, thanks to their in-
teroperability. 

32 Fiorani 2019.
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of the buildings from the urban to the construction scale, strengthening the links 
between the historical, structural and conservative aspects. In the platform the 
‘Historical Centre’, ‘Urban-Aggregate Unit’ and ‘Specialist and Residential Punctual 
Urban-Building Unit’ forms have been computerised; those related to ‘Urban Spaces’, 
‘Building Fronts’ and ‘Building Units’ will be added later33.

In addition to data on the geographical-administrative and land registry location, 
the more general form provides brief details of a geographical, geological, demo-
graphic and socio-economic nature. It describes the urban layout through functional 
and morphological features, the rendering of the stages of the town’s expansion, the 

33 Fiorani 2019. 97–162.

Figure 10. Architectural survey form analysing the church of St Saba in Rome  
(Fiorani 2019. 142–143): the identification data are recorded in the upper panels,  

while the definition of vulnerability is shown in the lower ones
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identification of the physical and administrative divisions, the examination of the 
links between the town and the local area, such as the natural and artificial borders, 
defence system and routes. The plan also identifies the architectural and structural 
elements that characterise the buildings – i.e. the building types, the technological 
components and the most common decorative elements – and finally specifies the 
chronology, the sources and the relevant urban planning tools.

Figure 12. A section of a Risk Map forms surveying the historical centre,  
dealing with the Building system of an Urban Unit-Aggregate
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The investigation is then extended to the scale of the intermediate components of 
the site, made up of building aggregates or, more rarely, isolated buildings. The read-
ing of the materials – examined in the first instance on a planimetric basis to define 
the primitive core and subsequent extensions, the relative chronological period and 
the type of systems – is developed in elevation, since the ‘Urban-Aggregate Unit’ 
form proceeds from the perimeter of the blocks to the survey of the fronts, from the 
identification of the building units to the calculation of the external and internal lev-
els34. The ongoing trials in two small towns in Lazio, Cittaducale, in the province of 
Rieti, and Genazzano, in the province of Rome, have made it possible to validate the 
structure of the data, to integrate the form entries, to expand thesauruses and to re-
calibrate calculation algorithms35 (Fig. 11).

In addition to the toponymic and cadastral location, the form indicates the degree, 
type and period of use of the aggregate. It then defines the characteristics of the 
building system, its configuration, the presence of connections with neighbouring 
Urban Units, general quantitative and dimensional data, the distribution and inci-
dence of building voids and the features of the fronts (Fig. 12). The description 
includes a schematic diagram of the building volumes, substantiated by the identi-
fication of the processes of addition, recasting or replacement of individual cells and 
the identification of the number of ‘levels’, intended as portions of the fronts of each 
unit between two floors (Fig. 13); the levels, in fact, are the reference units for 
calculating the incidences reported in the following sections and for assessing the 
reliability of the information, expressed by two confidence factors based on the total 
levels and levels that can be inspected or hypothesised and which feature cover-
ings36.

The entries dedicated to the construction system and to the state of conservation 
show the index of transformations and changes and that of vulnerability: the first is 
deduced from the incidences of modern architectural components, corresponding 
to individual building units, building elements, elevations or superstructures, re-
placements, repairs, coverings and fixtures; the second is derived from the incidenc-
es of construction vulnerabilities, structural instability and degradation of surfaces 
and roofs. Both values contribute to defining the risk of loss, subject not only to the 
state of conservation but also to the degree of alteration of the historical building. 
They are reciprocally correlated since modern interventions can conceal degrada-
tion and instability or stratifications, but also generate construction weaknesses such 
as  vertical juxtapositions, horizontal overlaps, discontinuities and building voids 

34 The ‘Specialist and Residential Punctual Urban-Building Unit’ form layout shows the same setting and 
constitutes a simplified variation of the ‘Urban-Aggregate Unit’. As a matter of fact, it considers the single 
Building Unit as a macroscale entity. 

35 Fiorani et al. 2019.
36 The confidence factors, expressing the accessibility and the visibility of the fronts of the aggregate, are 

defined by the relationship among the supposed and total levels and by the relationship among detectable levels 
and levels covered by plaster or cladding. 
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(Figs. 14–15). The results provided by applications to concrete cases will soon make 
it possible to analytically assess the dual influence of modern transformations on the 
state of conservation.

The intrinsic rigidity of the form layouts often involves a representation that is 
abstract or insufficiently adapted to the complexity of the existent; in the Risk Map 
models relating to historical centres, an attempt has been made to preserve the degree 
of flexibility required by the unique nature of each case through the insertion of open 
fields, which make it possible to implement the thesaurus entries and to add further 
specifications to each section. The methodology followed in the drafting of the forms 
is in line with traditional investigative methods, since the investigation encompasses 
the morphological description of the building, the macroscopic identification of his-
torical construction elements and recent transformations, and the definition of the 
state of conservation. The distinction between historical and modern components of 
transformation provides a concise reading of the building stratifications, which ap-
pears to be consistent with the expedient criteria of the survey, but can nonetheless 
be interpreted in different ways. In fact, it is linked not so much to chronological 
criteria but to evaluations of a historical and structural nature, relating to the materi-

Figures 14–15. Modern transformations in the historical buildings of Genazzano (Roma).  
On the one hand, the replacement of coverings, hindering the direct survey of the fabrics,  

rather alters the perception of the state of conservation, making it falsely good. On the other hand,  
the addition of balconies, revealing horizontal overlapping among different building systems,  

worsens the index of vulnerability
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al and figurative compatibility of the building elements. Data fine-tuning is assigned 
to the forms designed for the building scale, following an interscalar approach that 
involves successive degrees of analysis.

4. OBSERVATIONS REGARDING CERTAIN ALGORITHMS  
FOR MANAGING CULTURAL HERITAGE (A.D.)

The word algorithm refers to any scheme or systematic process of calculation; in the 
field of computing, in particular, it refers to a finite sequence of elementary opera-
tions that can easily be performed by a computer which, from one set of input data, 
produces another set of output data that meets preassigned requirements. This defi-
nition sums up the fundamental properties of an algorithm: “effectiveness”, namely 
the ability of the user to recognise and therefore carry out the instructions that con-
stitute the algorithmic formula; “finiteness of expression”, i.e. organisation accord-
ing to a possibly long, but nevertheless finite sequence of operations; “finiteness of 
calculation”, which refers to the development of a procedure within a predefined 
domain; “determinism”, which establishes a single operation to be performed at each 
step of the calculation sequence37.

The application of an algorithm, moreover, requires the field in which it operates 
to be as homogeneous as possible, i.e. made up of components that are comparable 
to each other. In this sense, the use of algorithms in the management of cultural her-
itage, given its heterogeneity, presents obvious complexities, in particular regarding 
the definition of a unit of measurement that makes it possible to unequivocally quan-
tify the heritage as a whole.

In a general risk analysis, for example, each element is assigned a value, which 
appears to be defined in economic terms or as a unit related to each of the risk ele-
ments (e.g. number of people, buildings, exposed areas), a condition which cannot 
always be adopted when working in the field of cultural heritage, since it favours the 
quantitative aspect. It is therefore more appropriate to characterise each asset through 
the evaluation of a series of parameters that can be instead related to artistic, con-
struction and material aspects, state of conservation, etc., which, by their very nature, 
are difficult to quantify.

From this perspective, the cultural heritage risk models are expressed “through a 
scheme (which can be logically and mathematically formalised) that connects ‘Risk’ 
and ‘Risk Factors’ [...] based on a statistical approach”38.

The management of cultural heritage has long involved the use of computer sys-
tems and therefore of algorithmic formulas capable of processing data – opportunely 

37 See item ‘algorithm’ in <http://www.treccani.it/enciclopedia/algoritmo> (Accessed 13/12/2019). It is 
clear that while the first property is indispensable, the other “can be made less convincing or totally abandoned, 
producing concepts more general than that of algorithm. Most of all, renouncing the condition ‘determinism’ 
guides to the concept of not deterministic algorithm”. 

38 Coppi 1997. 33. The inverted commas are by the author.
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collected in bank systems that can be consulted and updated over time – relating to 
all monumental heritage, to the physical-chemical and social phenomena that influ-
ence the assets’ degradation process, as well as to information on their state of con-
servation39. 

The cultural heritage Risk Map system, for example, aims to determine, through 
a statistical analysis model, situations of actual risk associated with each asset, ap-
propriately cross-referencing data on territorial danger with data on the vulnerability 
of cultural assets, which in turn is extracted from specially drafted form layouts.

The statistical approach is therefore involved in the assessment of vulnerability, 
i.e. in correlating the different information recorded for each asset through ‘simple’ 
(e.g. arithmetic averages) or more ‘complex’ (weighted averages) algorithms. Thanks 
to the contribution of statistics, it is possible to establish correlations between the 
various thematic information, leading to the identification of the relationships be-
tween cultural heritage, state of conservation and factors at the origin of the deterio-
ration, making it possible to define classifications relating to the risk of losing the 
goods40.

In order to satisfy the requirement of an expeditious survey and also the already 
mentioned properties relevant to a correct algorithmic formulation, the descriptive 
data of the analysed assets have been carefully examined in the form layouts of the 
Risk Map, selecting those able to identify the main characteristics and significant 
factors that express the state of conservation. Accordingly, the vulnerability and 
dangerousness indicators are divided into three ‘domains’ (“Structural-Static”; 
“Environment-Air”; “Anthropic”), which correspond to different form layouts from 
which the basic variables for calculating vulnerability indexes can be derived. For 
the first two domains, for example, vulnerability (referred to as ‘classic’) is calculat-
ed through a linear combination of variables that express the state of conservation of 
the different architectural components into which a given building unit is divided. 
Each variable that effectively corresponds to a judgement on the state of conserva-
tion, as well as being properly quantified through the assignment of a score, is also 
multiplied by a ‘weight’, which makes it possible, on the one hand, to make different 
information comparable and, on the other hand, to establish representative relation-
ships of real conditions through weighting41.

Therefore, with respect to the complexities discussed at the start, in order to try to 
deal with the heterogeneous features that characterise the field of cultural heritage, 
the methodology developed by the Risk Map involves separate filing for archaeolog-
ical goods, architectural goods, containers of goods, movable goods and historical 

39 Bartolomucci 2008; Bartolomucci 2009; Della Torre 2014; Negri 2008.
40 See for instance, in Ferroni–Cacace 2004, the description of the evaluation model of archaeological vul-

nerability.
41 This method, named ‘Analysis in main components of ordinal variable’, is applied through the technique 

‘PRINCALS’ (Coppi 1997. 35). 
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centres42. Moreover, for the seismic risk assessment of listed buildings, the form 
layouts provided for in the Risk Map is differentiated into three architectural and 
construction typologies that take into account the prevalence of certain structural 
behaviours in seismic areas: the ‘villas-apartment buildings-houses’ typology covers 
buildings that are usually organised by levels and presumably manifest a general 
behaviour; the ‘towers-bell towers’ typology covers buildings whose seismic behav-
iour mainly depends on the slimness factor; the ‘churches-theatres-complex building 
systems’ typology concerns all structures that are mainly characterised by large halls 
without horizontal partitions and generally featured by local behaviour under earth-
quake, namely behaviour that can be associated with ‘macroelements’43. The algo-
rithm used to assess vulnerability and seismic risk seeks to determine ranges of se-
verity (high, medium or low), with the aim of identifying buildings that have a risk 
that requires priority attention (high risk), those whose examination can be left to a 
later time (low risk) and those that require further investigation (medium risk)44. In 
line with this approach, and once the relationship of risk with dangerousness, vulner-
ability and exposure are known, three dangerousness bands are defined, in keeping 
with the values proposed by the standards for Italian national seismic zones45, togeth-
er with three exposure bands, based on crowding and the presence of observed val-
uable elements. The three vulnerability ranges are determined, in this case, with an 
algorithmic sequence structured to identify damage situations (such as those due to 
overturned walls, out of plumb, perpendicular detachments from the wall surface and 
shear mechanisms, combined compressive and bending stress on the wall plane) and 
certain structural deficiencies in the event of an earthquake (such as the lack of con-
nections, the presence of projecting arches and vaults or the absence of earth-
quake-proof structures), the existence of which, even in a single section of the 
building under investigation, results in significant local vulnerabilities46. Unlike, 
therefore, the formulas adopted for ‘classic’ vulnerability (assessed as a linear com-
bination of variables, each expressing a state of conservation) for seismic vulnerabil-
ity, the presence of an observed or foreseeable damage situation is sufficient to make 
the building fragile in relation to a telluric event.

Another Italian experience that involved the use of a statistical model as a tool to 
expeditiously determine the seismic vulnerability of churches was conducted imme-
diately after the 1997 earthquake in Umbria and Marche (26 September) by the 

42 Cacace 2006. Specifically, the use of the Risk Map for the historical centres was recently experimented: 
see Fiorani 2019.

43 Angeletti et al. 2009. 2.
44 Donatelli 2010.
45 Values of dangerousness are established considering the range of ‘pga’, peak ground acceleration, namely 

the maximum acceleration of the soil produced by the earthquake and recorded by the accelerometers. High 
dangerousness corresponds to values of pga>0.25g or 0.25g≥pga>0.15g and high amplification in high fre-
quencies; low dangerousness is related to values of pga≤0.15g (Angeletti et al. 2009. 3). 

46 Description of damage and conditions that may influence the structural behaviour of buildings in seismic 
zones is organised using ‘levels’ for palaces, ‘sectors’ for towers and ‘parts’ for churches. The aim is the iden-
tification of the condition of local vulnerability. 
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Gruppo Nazionale per la Difesa dai Terremoti (National Earthquake Defence Group) 
and the Servizio Sismico Nazionale (National Seismic Service). The methodology, 
implemented in emergency post-seismic conditions, aims to quickly detect vulnera-
bility and damage indexes, correlating a number of ‘indicators’ that represent weak-
nesses and instability observed in religious buildings affected by the earthquake47. 
In this case, the algorithm used consists of a weighted average of the sum of the 
damage mechanisms activated or that can be activated among the 28 possible damage 
mechanisms in the event of an earthquake48 (each of which is assigned an importance 
factor) from which the relevant controls considered effective are subtracted49.

Both for ‘classic’ and seismic vulnerability, the algorithmic formulas are inde-
pendently based on historical and structural knowledge of the building in order to 
allow an expeditious screening in the area. All the form layouts, however, include a 
field for collecting, in the form of attached files, the chronology of the building under 
investigation, the relative bibliographic, archival and cartographic documentation, 
and historical photos. In particular, the seismic assessment form requires a record of 
the sequence of earthquakes that in the course of history have affected the town 
where the building is located, as well as of the history of the building in relation to 
significant seismic events that have affected it. The progressive archiving of this data 
allows those who fill in the forms to better discern both the state of conservation 
of historical surfaces and materials and certain conditions of structural instability 
(observed or foreseeable). For example, the compilation of a seismic report for a 
multi-storey building, characterised by a structured plan with no visible surfaces, 
becomes simpler and more reliable if documents attesting to certain transformations 
have been archived in the platform, which makes it easier to distinguish the pre- 
existing parts from the added parts and to assess the effectiveness of the mutual 
connections in the event of an earthquake. The historical and structural analysis that 
can be developed over time and that is properly stored in the platform therefore 
makes it possible, on the one hand, to refine the choice of certain indicators (perfect-
ing the result of the algorithm) and, on the other hand, to draw up an updated form 
based on the new knowledge acquired. The historical and structural data, in this case, 
is therefore not processed in the system but is offered to the technician as material to 
be critically associated in an ‘analogue’ way to the other information provided by the 
platform.

In order to evaluate the modern transformations and fragility of the Urban Units 
that populate the historical centres, always within the framework of the Risk Map, 

47 See Lagomarsino–Podestà 1999. This form layout has been implemented after the earthquake of Molise 
in 2002 (Cifani–Lemme–Podestà 2005. 116–119).

48 These mechanisms, schematised in an abacus, derive from the post seismic observations aroused after the 
numerous earthquake in the Italian territory, since that in Friuli in 1976. (Doglioni–Moretti–Petrini 1994).

49 This methodology has been adopted by the Guide Lines for the evaluation and reduction of seismic risk 
of the cultural heritage (Linee Guida 2010) for the evaluation at the territorial scale of the vulnerability of 
the churches (Evaluation level 1, ‘LV1’). (Linee Guida 2010. 79–87). See also Lagomarsino et al. 2004; 
De Matteis–Criber–Brando 2016.
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an attempt has been made to guarantee a more structured interaction between this 
different information, introducing algorithmic formulas that can capture, in a timely 
manner, modern changes in finishes and construction components, material and con-
struction defects, structural instability and degradation of surfaces and roofs. The 
joint evaluation of two overall indexes, one of which expresses modern transforma-
tions and changes and the other vulnerability, makes it possible, in this case, to 
quantitatively illustrate, together with the observed defects and fragilities, the degree 
of knowledge acquired with respect to the construction history of the aggregate, both 
in the case of an expeditious survey and in the presence of in-depth historical analy-
sis. These two indexes are obtained by means of weighted averages among six 
 thematic sub-indexes (respectively Changes and Modifications of Finishes; 
Construction Transformations and Modifications; Construction Vulnerabilities; 
Structural Instability and Changes; Surface Degradation; Roof Degradation), which 
in turn are mainly calculated with arithmetic averages. The variables that contribute 
to the calculation of the sub-indexes come from dedicated form layouts, in which 
they are expressed in the form of ranges of incidences that indicate the observed 
percentage of their presence; each of these ranges is then assigned a score. The 
‘weighting’ of the sub-indexes for the calculation of the two overall indicators has 
been set taking into account the level of incidence: the thematic sub-index which, 
starting from the compilation of the form, has the greatest impact is the one that has 
the highest weight and the others, subsequently, contribute in a decreasing way pro-
portional to their respective relevance.

The first applications of the ‘Urban Units’ form in the historical centres in Lazio, 
Cittaducale (Rieti) and Genazzano (Rome) have also suggested the introduction of 
two confidence factors into the algorithmic formulas: ‘Confidence/inspectionability 
factor’ and ‘Confidence/visibility factor’, which, calibrated on the percentage of 
frontal planes that are actually inspectable and/or visible, will be multiplied by the 
thematic sub-indexes that relate to the different sections of the form, reshaping the 
final ranking of global transformation and vulnerability indexes in view of the acces-
sibility of information50. 

With regard to this expedient, which makes it concretely possible to take into 
 account the level of reliability of the data collected, the historical knowledge of the 
urban aggregate investigated plays a significant role. The acquisition, for example, 
from historical documentation (maps, photographs, surveys) of fronts that were not 
accessible at the time of a specific filing survey at least makes it possible to correct-
ly record the presence of levels and a relative count of those hypothesised. With 
updated photos and/or surveys, which allow the measurement of the indicators re-
quired by the form, it is also possible to calculate the levels among those that are 
‘certain’, making the values of the global transformation and vulnerability indexes 
more realistic. 

50 Fiorani et al. 2019.
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Finally, a proposal is currently being studied to introduce other weight systems 
into the structure of the algorithms (developed in a way that they can always be 
modified, without altering the calculation software) capable of grasping – in a differ-
entiated manner – the levels of modern transformations and vulnerability according 
to the purpose of the filing of historical centres. If, for example, the filing evaluation 
of ‘Urban Units’ is required to assess vulnerability in anticipation of seismic events 
or landslides, it would make sense to prioritise indicators that affect the structural 
behaviour of aggregates, such as ‘Construction Transformations and Changes’, 
‘Construction Vulnerabilities’ and ‘Structural Instability and Modifications’. If the 
purpose of filing is instead to consider the state of conservation of the finishes, it 
makes more sense to refer to a weight system in which the ‘Changes and Modifications 
of Finishes’ and ‘Degradation of Surfaces’ sub-indexes have a greater bearing than 
all the others51.
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AZ ÉPÍTÉSZET MEGŐRZÉSÉNEK ÉS ESZKÖZEINEK 
ÁTALAKULÁSA

DIGITÁLIS RENDSZEREK HASZNÁLATA TÖRTÉNETI 
ÉPÜLETEKEN VÉGZETT MŰEMLÉKI BEAVATKOZÁSOK ESETÉN

Összefoglaló

A kutatásban azóta jelent meg innovatív szempontként a digitális technológiák használata az építészet 
és környezete tanulmányozásában, amióta a képek és alfanumerikus adatok dinamikus társítása (beme-
neti és kimeneti formában) elkezdődött: az információk következtetések és algoritmusok révén létrejött 
különböző kombinációja, valamint az új adatok ezekből következő generálása megszabadította a digita-
lizálást szigorúan instrumentális szerepétől és önmagában új módszertani megközelítést hozott létre.

A közelmúltbeli építészeti kutatások tulajdonképpen „belülről” mutattak érdeklődést a probléma 
iránt, nemcsak a számítógépes eszközök alkalmazásával, hanem még tudatosabban a konfigurációval is 
foglalkoztak. A Sapienza egyetemi kutatócsoport munkájának célja kifejezetten történeti épületek bemu-
tatására szolgáló ontológiák és következtetési modellek kifejlesztésére irányul azzal a szándékkal, hogy 
megvalósuljon a történeti központokra vonatkozó olasz nemzeti térinformatikai platform, az olasz 
Kulturális Örökség és Turizmus Minisztériuma kockázati térképe.

Ez a fajta kutatómunka módszertani problémák sorozatát foglalja magába, amelyek kifejezetten az 
építészettörténet szerepének meghatározására, valamint helyreállítási projektekben történő felhasználá-
sára irányulnak. Érveinket e tanulmányban fejtjük ki, elsősorban a következőkre összpontosítva: az új 
eljárásokból származó információ típusa és minősége; az új kutatási módszereket fellobbantó értelmező 
elemek; a költség-haszon arány az „analóg” és a „digitális” megközelítés alkalmazása esetén; a kétféle 
(hagyományos és digitális) vizsgálati stratégia jövőbeli kilátásai. Ezeken túlmenően összefoglalásra 
kerül a kutatócsoport által kifejlesztett digitális kutatás mindkét területe (ontológia és kockázati tér-
kép) is.

Kulcsszavak: digitális humán tudományok, építészeti konzerválás, építészettörténet módszertana, 
történeti városközpont
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